Fleming’s Left Hand
Rule

Movement produced
new current in circuit

Force = magnetic flux density x
current x length

Microphones work by inducing a magnetic field
which interacts with a permanent magnet

A force is experienced the
current carrying wire in a
magnetic field

Electromagnetic
induction

The motor effect
A split ring commutator
can be used to turn a
square wire continuously

Generators

Motors

1) Turbine spins coil of
wire between magnets
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Charge
Like charges
repel, opposite
charges attract

Electric
fields

3) Potential
Difference induced

A region where
the effect of a
charge is felt

4) Electric
current produced

Static
electricity
Friction between two
insulating objects results in
electron transfer

https://bit.ly/pmt-edu

2) The wire cuts through
the magnetic field

Sparking occurs to
restore charge
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Compasses point
towards Earth’s
geographic north
(magnetic south)

Never cross
or overlap

Permanent or
induced
Magnets

Arrows pointing
north to south

Density of lines shows
strength of field

Right hand grip
rule

Wires
Magnetic field lines are
concentric circles

Magnetic Fields
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Energy
Energy transferred
= Charge x P.D/ V

Solenoids

A region in which
magnetic objects
experience forces

Field lines

Measured
in W

coiled wires that
produce a stronger
magnetic field when
a current flows

Primary and
secondary coils

Transformers
IpVp = IsVs

Power is conserved,
Ps=Pp

Power, P
Energy/Time
Voltage x current

Transmitting power
at higher voltages
is more efficient

V1/V2
= N1/N2
= A1/A2
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I

Current is split, Voltage
remains constant
Total resistance
is lowered

I

Measured in A

V

Filament bulb

Charge/time

Diode

Current, I

Current

V=IR (Ohm’s
Law)

Parallel

Plot current against
voltage to get an IV
characteristic
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Circuits

Voltage, also known as
Potential Difference
(measured in V)

Sensing
circuits
A circuit where
resistance depends
on environment
LDRs or
thermistors

Work done
per unit
charge

I
V

Ohmic conductor

Series

Resistance of
components are added
Current passing remains
constant, Voltage is split
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